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AdministriviaAdministrivia/Overview/Overview
•• Readings & and Readings & and homeworks homeworks are now postedare now posted
•• Basic quantum theoryBasic quantum theory

–– Background conceptsBackground concepts: Systems & states: Systems & states
–– Distinguishable states, state vectors, Distinguishable states, state vectors, HilbertHilbert

spacesspaces
–– Ket Ket Notation, measurement, Notation, measurement, wavefunctionswavefunctions
–– Operators, Operators, observablesobservables, entanglement, entanglement
–– Unitary transformations & time-evolutionUnitary transformations & time-evolution



•• VV,,WW: Vector spaces.: Vector spaces.
•• A A linear operatorlinear operator  AA from  from VV to  to WW is a linear is a linear

function function AA::VV→→WW.  An operator .  An operator onon  VV is an is an
operator from operator from VV to itself. to itself.

•• Given bases for Given bases for VV and  and WW, we can represent linear, we can represent linear
operators as matrices.operators as matrices.

•• An operator An operator AA on  on VV is  is HermitianHermitian iff iff  it is self-it is self-
adjoint adjoint ((AA==AA††).  Its ).  Its diagonal elementsdiagonal elements are  are realreal..



Eigenvalues Eigenvalues & & EigenvectorsEigenvectors

•• vv is called an  is called an eigenvectoreigenvector of linear operator  of linear operator A A iffiff
AA just multiplies  just multiplies vv by a scalar  by a scalar xx, , i.e.i.e.  AvAv==xxvv
–– ““eigeneigen” (German) = “characteristic”.” (German) = “characteristic”.

•• xx, the , the eigenvalueeigenvalue  corresponding to corresponding to eigenvector eigenvector vv,,
is just the scalar that is just the scalar that AA multiplies  multiplies vv by. by.

•• xx is  is degeneratedegenerate if it is shared by 2  if it is shared by 2 eigenvectorseigenvectors
that are not scalar multiples of each other.that are not scalar multiples of each other.

•• Any Any HermitianHermitian operator has all  operator has all real-valuedreal-valued
eigenvectorseigenvectors, which are , which are orthogonalorthogonal (for distinct (for distinct
eigenvalueseigenvalues).).



Unitary TransformationsUnitary Transformations
•• A matrix (or linear operator) A matrix (or linear operator) UU is  is unitaryunitary  iff iff itsits

inverse equals its inverse equals its adjointadjoint:  :  UU−−11 =  = UU††

•• Some properties of Some properties of unitary transformationsunitary transformations::
–– InvertibleInvertible, , bijectivebijective, one-to-one., one-to-one.
–– The set of row vectors is The set of row vectors is orthonormalorthonormal..
–– Ditto for the set of column vectors.Ditto for the set of column vectors.
–– Preserves vector length:  |Preserves vector length:  |UUΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨ| = || = |ΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨ  ||

•• Therefore also preserves total probability over all states:Therefore also preserves total probability over all states:

–– Corresponds to a Corresponds to a change of basischange of basis, from one, from one
orthonormal orthonormal basis to another.basis to another.

–– Or, a Or, a generalized rotation ofgeneralized rotation ofΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨ  in   in Hilbert Hilbert spacespace
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A greatA great
breakthroughbreakthrough



Postulates of Quantum MechanicsPostulates of Quantum Mechanics
Lecture objectivesLecture objectives

•• Why are postulates important?Why are postulates important?
–– … they provide the … they provide the connectionsconnections between the between the

physical, real, world physical, real, world andand the  the quantumquantum
mechanics mathematics mechanics mathematics used to model theseused to model these
systemssystems

•• Lecture ObjectivesLecture Objectives
–– Description of Description of connectionsconnections
–– Introduce the Introduce the postulatespostulates
–– Learn Learn how to usehow to use them them
–– …and …and when to usewhen to use them them



Physical SystemsPhysical Systems  --
  Quantum MechanicsQuantum Mechanics

ConnectionsConnections

Tensor productTensor product
of componentsof components
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Composite physicalComposite physical
systemsystemPostulate 4Postulate 4

MeasurementMeasurement
operatorsoperators
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Measurements of aMeasurements of a
physical systemphysical systemPostulate 3Postulate 3

UnitaryUnitary
transformationtransformation
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Evolution of a physicalEvolution of a physical
systemsystemPostulate 2Postulate 2

HilbertHilbert Space Space��

��

Isolated physicalIsolated physical
systemsystemPostulate 1Postulate 1





Systems and SubsystemsSystems and Subsystems
•• Intuitively speaking, a Intuitively speaking, a physical systemphysical system consists consists

of a of a region of region of spacetimespacetime  && all the entities ( all the entities (e.g.e.g.
particles & fields) particles & fields) contained within itcontained within it..
–– The The universeuniverse (over all time) is a physical system (over all time) is a physical system
–– Transistors, computers, peopleTransistors, computers, people: also physical: also physical

systems.systems.
•• One physical system A is a One physical system A is a subsystemsubsystem of of

another system B (write Aanother system B (write A⊆⊆ BB) ) iffiff A is A is
completely contained within B.completely contained within B.

•• Later, we may try to make these definitionsLater, we may try to make these definitions
more formal & precise.more formal & precise.

A

B



Closed Closed vsvs. Open Systems. Open Systems
•• A subsystem isA subsystem is  closedclosed to the extent that no to the extent that no

particles, information, energy, or entropy particles, information, energy, or entropy enterenter
or leave the system.or leave the system.
–– The The universeuniverse is (presumably) a closed system. is (presumably) a closed system.
–– Subsystems Subsystems of the universe may be of the universe may be almostalmost closed closed

•• Often in physics we consider statements aboutOften in physics we consider statements about
closed systems.closed systems.
–– These statements may often be These statements may often be perfectlyperfectly true true only in only in

a a perfectlyperfectly closed closed system. system.
–– However, they will often also be However, they will often also be approximatelyapproximately true true

in any in any nearlynearly closed closed system (in a well-defined way) system (in a well-defined way)



Concrete Concrete vsvs. Abstract Systems. Abstract Systems
•• Usually, when reasoning about or interactingUsually, when reasoning about or interacting

with a system, an entity (with a system, an entity (e.g.e.g. a physicist) has in a physicist) has in
mind a mind a descriptiondescription of the system of the system..

•• A description that contains A description that contains everyevery property of property of
the system is an the system is an exactexact or  or concreteconcrete  description.description.
–– That system (to the entity) is a That system (to the entity) is a concreteconcrete system. system.

•• Other descriptions are Other descriptions are abstractabstract  descriptions.descriptions.
–– The system (as considered by that entity) is anThe system (as considered by that entity) is an

abstractabstract system system, to some degree., to some degree.
•• We We nearly alwaysnearly always deal with  deal with abstract systemsabstract systems!!

–– Based on the descriptions that are available to us.Based on the descriptions that are available to us.



States & State SpacesStates & State Spaces
•• A A possible statepossible state  SS of an abstract system  of an abstract system AA

(described by a description (described by a description DD) is any concrete) is any concrete
system system CC that is consistent with  that is consistent with DD..
–– I.e.I.e., it is possible that the system in question could be, it is possible that the system in question could be

completely described by the description of completely described by the description of CC..
•• The The state spacestate space of  of AA is the set of all possible states is the set of all possible states

of of AA..
•• Most of the class, the concepts we’ve discussedMost of the class, the concepts we’ve discussed

can be applied to can be applied to eithereither  classicalclassical or  or quantumquantum
physicsphysics
–– Now, let’s get to the Now, let’s get to the uniquely quantumuniquely quantum stuff… stuff…



Distinguishability Distinguishability of Statesof States
•• ClassicalClassical  andand  quantum mechanicsquantum mechanics  differdiffer regarding regarding

the the distinguishabilitydistinguishability  of statesof states..
•• In In classical mechanicsclassical mechanics, there is no issue:, there is no issue:

–– Any two states Any two states ss, , tt are either the same ( are either the same (s s = = tt), or), or
different (different (s s ≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠  tt), and that), and that’’s all there is to it.s all there is to it.

•• In In quantum mechanicsquantum mechanics ( (i.e.i.e.  in realityin reality):):
–– There are pairs of states There are pairs of states s s ≠≠≠≠≠≠≠≠  tt that are  that are mathematicallymathematically

distinctdistinct,, but  but not 100% not 100% physically distinguishablephysically distinguishable..
–– Such states Such states cannot be reliably distinguishedcannot be reliably distinguished by  by anyany

number of measurements, no matter how precise.number of measurements, no matter how precise.
•• But you But you cancan know know the real state (with high probability),  the real state (with high probability), ifif you you

preparedprepared the system to be in a certain state. the system to be in a certain state.



Postulate 1:Postulate 1: State Space State Space
–– Postulate 1 Postulate 1 defines “the setting” in which Quantumdefines “the setting” in which Quantum

Mechanics takes place, which is theMechanics takes place, which is the  HilbertHilbert space space (inner (inner
product space which satisfies product space which satisfies the condition ofthe condition of
completenesscompleteness))

••   Postulate1:Postulate1:  Any Any isolatedisolated  physical spacephysical space is associated is associated
with a with a complex vector spacecomplex vector space  with inner productwith inner product
called the called the State SpaceState Space of the system. of the system.
–– The system is The system is completely describedcompletely described by a  by a state vectorstate vector, a unit, a unit

vector, pertaining to  the state space.vector, pertaining to  the state space.
–– The state space describes all possible states the system canThe state space describes all possible states the system can

be in.be in.
–– Postulate 1 Postulate 1 does NOT telldoes NOT tell us either what  us either what the state spacethe state space or or

state vectorstate vector is. is.



An example of a state space



Schroedinger’s Schroedinger’s Cat andCat and
Explanation of Explanation of QubitsQubits

Postulate 1:Postulate 1: An An
isolated physicalisolated physical
system is describedsystem is described
by a unit vectorby a unit vector
((state vectorstate vector) in a) in a
HilbertHilbert space ( space (statestate
spacespace))



Distinguishability Distinguishability of States, moreof States, more
preciselyprecisely

•• Two state vectors Two state vectors ss and and  tt are  are (perfectly)(perfectly)
distinguishabledistinguishable or  or orthogonalorthogonal (write  (write ss⊥⊥ tt))
iffiff  ss††tt = 0. = 0.  (Their inner product is zero.)  (Their inner product is zero.)

•• State vectors State vectors ss and  and tt are  are perfectly indistinguishableperfectly indistinguishable
or or identicalidentical (write  (write ss==tt))
iffiff  ss††tt = 1 = 1.  (Their inner product is one.).  (Their inner product is one.)

•• Otherwise, Otherwise, ss and  and tt are both  are both non-orthogonalnon-orthogonal, and, and
non-identicalnon-identical.  .  Not perfectly distinguishableNot perfectly distinguishable..

•• We say, “the We say, “the amplitudeamplitude of state  of state ss, given state , given state tt, is, is
ss††tt”.  ”.  Note:Note: amplitudes are  amplitudes are complex numberscomplex numbers..
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State Vectors &State Vectors & Hilbert Hilbert Space Space
•• Let Let SS be any  be any maximal setmaximal set  of distinguishableof distinguishable

possible states possible states ss, , tt, …, …  of an abstract system of an abstract system AA..
•• Identify the elements of Identify the elements of SS with  with unit-lengthunit-length,,

mutually-orthogonalmutually-orthogonal (basis) vectors in an (basis) vectors in an
abstract complex vector space abstract complex vector space HH..
–– The “The “HilbertHilbert space” space”

•• Postulate 1:Postulate 1: The  The possible statespossible states  ψψ of  of AA
can be can be identifiedidentified with the  with the unitunit
vectorsvectors of  of HH..
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Postulate 2:Postulate 2: Evolution Evolution
•• Evolution of an isolated systemEvolution of an isolated system can be expressed as: can be expressed as:

    where     where tt11, t, t22 are  are moments in timemoments in time and  and U(tU(t11, t, t22)) is a unitary is a unitary
operator.operator.
––   UU may vary with time. Hence, the corresponding segment  of time is may vary with time. Hence, the corresponding segment  of time is

explicitly specified:explicitly specified:
U(tU(t11, t, t22))

––  the process is in a sense  the process is in a sense MarkovianMarkovian ( (history doesn’t  matterhistory doesn’t  matter) and) and
reversiblereversible, since, since

 )v(t ) t, U(t  )v(t 1212 =

 v    v UU† =
Unitary operations preserve inner product



Example of evolutionExample of evolution



•• Recall the Postulate:Recall the Postulate:  (Closed) systems evolve  (Closed) systems evolve
(change state) over time via unitary transformations.(change state) over time via unitary transformations.

ΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨt2t2 = U = Ut1t1→→t2 t2 ΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨt1t1
•• Note that since Note that since UU is linear, a small-factor change in is linear, a small-factor change in

amplitude of a particular state at t1 leads to aamplitude of a particular state at t1 leads to a
correspondingly small change in the amplitude ofcorrespondingly small change in the amplitude of
the corresponding state at t2.the corresponding state at t2.
–– Chaos (sensitivity to initial conditions) requires anChaos (sensitivity to initial conditions) requires an

ensemble of initial states that are different enough to beensemble of initial states that are different enough to be
distinguishable (in the sense we defined)distinguishable (in the sense we defined)
•• Indistinguishable initial states never beget distinguishableIndistinguishable initial states never beget distinguishable

outcomes - outcomes - ““analoganalog”” computing is infeasible? computing is infeasible?



•• Given any set Given any set SS  of system states (mutuallyof system states (mutually
distinguishable, or not),distinguishable, or not),

•• A quantum state vector can also be translated to aA quantum state vector can also be translated to a
wavefunctionwavefunction    ΨΨ :  : S S →→  CC, giving, for each state, giving, for each state
ss∈∈ SS, , the amplitude the amplitude ΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨ((ss)) of that state. of that state.
–– When When ss is another state vector, and the real state is  is another state vector, and the real state is tt,,

then then ΨΨ((ss) is just ) is just ss††t.t.
–– ΨΨΨΨΨΨΨΨ is called a  is called a wavefunctionwavefunction  because its time evolutionbecause its time evolution

obeys an equation (obeys an equation (SchrSchröödingerdinger’’ss equation) which has equation) which has
the form of a the form of a wave equationwave equation when  when SS ranges over a ranges over a
space of space of positionalpositional states. states.



Schrödinger’sSchrödinger’s Wave Equation Wave Equation
We have a system with states given byWe have a system with states given by  ((xx,t,t)) where: where:

––   tt is a  is a global timeglobal time coordinate, and coordinate, and
––   xx  describes describes NN/3 particles (p/3 particles (p11,…,,…,ppNN/3/3) with masses () with masses (mm11,…,,…,mmNN/3/3))

in a in a 3-D Euclidean3-D Euclidean space, space,
–– where each where each ppii  is located at coordinates (is located at coordinates (xx33ii, x, x33ii+1+1, , xx33ii+2+2), and), and
–– where particles interact with where particles interact with potential energy function potential energy function VV((xx,,tt),),

••  the   the wavefunction wavefunction ΨΨ((xx,,tt) obeys the following (2) obeys the following (2ndnd-order,-order,
linear, partial) differential equation:linear, partial) differential equation:
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Features of the wave equationFeatures of the wave equation
•• Particles’ Particles’ momentummomentum state  state pp is encoded implicitly is encoded implicitly

by the by the particle’s wavelengthparticle’s wavelength  λλ : : pp==hh//λλ
•• The The energyenergy of any state is given by the frequency of any state is given by the frequency

νννννννν of rotation of the  of rotation of the wavefunction wavefunction in the complexin the complex
plane: plane: EE==hhνννννννν..

•• By By simulating this simple equationsimulating this simple equation, one can, one can
observe basic quantum phenomena such as:observe basic quantum phenomena such as:
–– Interference fringesInterference fringes
–– Tunneling of wave packets through potential barriersTunneling of wave packets through potential barriers



Heisenberg Heisenberg and and SchroedingerSchroedinger
views of Postulate 2views of Postulate 2

..in this class we are interested in Heisenberg’s view…..

This is Heisenberg picture

This is Schroedinger
picture





Probability and MeasurementProbability and Measurement
•• A A yes/no measurementyes/no measurement is an  is an interactioninteraction designed designed

to determine whether a given system is in ato determine whether a given system is in a
certain state certain state ss..

•• The amplitude of state The amplitude of state ss, given the actual state , given the actual state tt
of the system determines the of the system determines the probabilityprobability of of
getting a “yes” from the measurement.getting a “yes” from the measurement.

•• Important:Important: For a system prepared in state  For a system prepared in state tt, , anyany
measurement that asks “is it in state measurement that asks “is it in state ss?” will?” will
return “yes” with probability Pr[return “yes” with probability Pr[ss||tt] = |] = |ss††tt||22
–– After the measurement, After the measurement, the state is changedthe state is changed, in a way, in a way

we will define later.we will define later.



A Simple Example of distinguishable, non-A Simple Example of distinguishable, non-
distinguishable states and measurementsdistinguishable states and measurements

•• Suppose abstract system Suppose abstract system SS has a set of only 4 has a set of only 4
distinguishable possible statesdistinguishable possible states, which we’ll call, which we’ll call
ss00, , ss11, , ss22, and , and ss33, with , with corresponding corresponding ketket vectors vectors
||ss00〉〉, |, |ss11〉〉, |, |ss22〉〉, and |, and |ss33〉〉..

•• Another possible stateAnother possible state is then the vector is then the vector

•• Which is equal to the Which is equal to the column matrixcolumn matrix::
•• If measuredIf measured to see if it is in state  to see if it is in state ss00,,

we have a 50% chance of getting a we have a 50% chance of getting a ““yesyes””..
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•• HermitianHermitian operator  operator AA on  on VV is called an is called an
observableobservable if there is an  if there is an orthonormalorthonormal  (all unit-(all unit-
length, and mutually orthogonal) subset of itslength, and mutually orthogonal) subset of its
eigenvectors eigenvectors that forms a that forms a basisbasis of  of VV..

•• Postulate 3:Postulate 3:  Every measurable physical  Every measurable physical
property of a system is described by aproperty of a system is described by a
corresponding operator corresponding operator A.A.    MeasurementMeasurement
outcomes correspond to outcomes correspond to eigenvalueseigenvalues..

•• Postulate 3a:Postulate 3a:  The probability of an outcome is  The probability of an outcome is
given by the given by the squared absolute amplitudesquared absolute amplitude of the of the
corresponding corresponding eigenvectoreigenvector(s), given the state.(s), given the state.



Towards QMTowards QM Postulate Postulate 3 on3 on
measurement and general formulasmeasurement and general formulas
A A measurementmeasurement is described by an  is described by an HermitianHermitian
operator (operator (observableobservable))

MM =      =     m m PPmm

–– PPmm is the projector onto the is the projector onto the eigenspace eigenspace of  of MM with with
eigenvalueeigenvalue  mm

–– AAfter the measurement the state will be            fter the measurement the state will be            withwith
probability p(probability p(mm) = ) = 〈〈〈〈ψψψψ〈〈〈〈ψψψψ||PPmm||ψψψψ⌡⌡⌡⌡ψψψψ⌡⌡⌡⌡..

–– e.g. measurement of a e.g. measurement of a qubitqubit in the computational basis in the computational basis
•• measuring |measuring |ψ⌡ψ⌡ =  = αα ||00⌡⌡ +  + ββ||11⌡⌡ gives: gives:

•• ||00〉〉 with probability  with probability 〈ψ〈ψ|0|0〉〈〉〈0|0|ψ〉ψ〉 = | = |〈〈0|0|ψ〉ψ〉||22 = | = |αα ||22
•• ||11〉〉 with probability  with probability 〈ψ〈ψ|1|1〉〈〉〈1|1|ψ〉ψ〉 = | = |〈〈1|1|ψ〉ψ〉||22 = | = |ββ||22

Σ
 m

 Pm|ψ⌡
√p(m)



Postulate 3:Postulate 3:
Quantum MeasurementQuantum Measurement



Now we use this notation forNow we use this notation for
an Example of an Example of QubitQubit

MeasurementMeasurement



What happens to a system after aWhat happens to a system after a
Measurement?Measurement?

•• After a system or subsystem is measured from outside, itsAfter a system or subsystem is measured from outside, its
state appears to state appears to collapsecollapse  to exactly match the measuredto exactly match the measured
outcomeoutcome
–– the amplitudes of all states perfectly distinguishable from statesthe amplitudes of all states perfectly distinguishable from states

consistent with that outcome consistent with that outcome drop to zerodrop to zero
–– states consistent with measured outcome can be consideredstates consistent with measured outcome can be considered

““renormalizedrenormalized” so their probabilities ” so their probabilities sum to 1sum to 1
•• This “collapse” This “collapse” seemsseems  nonunitarynonunitary  (& (& nonlocalnonlocal))

–– However, this behavior is now explicable as the expectedHowever, this behavior is now explicable as the expected
consensus phenomenon that would be experienced even by entitiesconsensus phenomenon that would be experienced even by entities
within a closed, perfectly unitarily-evolving world (Everett,within a closed, perfectly unitarily-evolving world (Everett,
ZurekZurek).).



On the other hand
Thus we have contradiction, states can be
distinguished unless they are orthogonal



ProjectiveProjective
MeasurementsMeasurements

Observable:

Can write:

Average value of a measurement:

Standard deviation of a measurement:



PrinciplePrinciple



Positive Operator-ValuedPositive Operator-Valued
Measurements (POVM)Measurements (POVM)





•• For a given state |For a given state |ψ⌡ψ⌡, , the the probabilities of all theprobabilities of all the
basis states basis states ssii are determined by an  are determined by an HermitianHermitian
operator or matrix operator or matrix ρρ (the  (the densitydensity matrix): matrix):

•• The diagonal elements The diagonal elements ρρii,,ii  are the probabilities ofare the probabilities of
the basis states.the basis states.
–– The off-diagonal elements are The off-diagonal elements are ““coherencescoherences””..

•• The density matrix describes the state exactly.The density matrix describes the state exactly.
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•• Suppose one only knows of a system that it is inSuppose one only knows of a system that it is in
one of a one of a statistical ensemblestatistical ensemble of state vectors  of state vectors vvii
(“pure” states), each with density matrix (“pure” states), each with density matrix ρρii and and
probability Pprobability Pii.  .  This is called a This is called a mixed statemixed state..

•• This ensemble is This ensemble is completely described, for allcompletely described, for all
physical purposesphysical purposes, by the expectation, by the expectation
value (weighted average) of density matrices:value (weighted average) of density matrices:

–– Note: even if there were Note: even if there were uncountablyuncountably  many many vvii,,
the state remains fully described by <the state remains fully described by <nn22 complex complex
numbers, where numbers, where nn is the number of basis states! is the number of basis states!

∑= iiPρρ





Compound SystemsCompound Systems
•• Let Let C=ABC=AB be a system composed of two be a system composed of two

separate subsystems A,B each with vectorseparate subsystems A,B each with vector
spaces spaces AA, , BB with bases | with bases |aaii〉〉, , ||bbjj〉〉..

•• The state space of C is a vector spaceThe state space of C is a vector space
CC==AA⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗⊗ BB given by the  given by the tensor producttensor product
of spaces of spaces AA and  and B,B, with basis states with basis states
labeled as labeled as ||aaiibbjj〉〉..



Postulate 4:Postulate 4:
Composite SystemsComposite Systems



Composition exampleComposition example
The state space of a composite physical system isThe state space of a composite physical system is
the the tensor product of the state spaces of thetensor product of the state spaces of the
componentscomponents

–– nn  qubitsqubits represented by a 2 represented by a 2nn-dimensional-dimensional Hilbert Hilbert space space
–– composite state is |composite state is |ψ⌡ψ⌡ = | = |ψψ11⌡⌡  ⊗⊗  | |ψψ22⌡⌡  ⊗⊗ . . .. . .⊗⊗  | |ψψnn⌡⌡

–– e.g. 2 e.g. 2 qubitsqubits::
||ψψ11〉〉 =  = αα11||00〉〉 +  + ββ11||11〉〉
||ψψ22〉〉 =  = αα22||00〉〉 +  + ββ22||11〉〉
||ψ〉ψ〉 =  = ||ψψ11〉〉  ⊗⊗  | |ψψ22〉〉   =     =  αα11αα22||0000〉〉 +  + αα11ββ22||0101〉〉 +  + ββ11αα22||1010〉〉 +  + ββ11ββ22|1|111〉〉

–– entanglemententanglement
2 2 qubitsqubits are are  entangledentangled if | if |ψ〉ψ〉  ≠≠  ||ψψ11〉〉  ⊗⊗  | |ψψ22〉〉 for any  for any ||ψψ11〉〉, |, |ψψ22〉〉

e.g. |e.g. |ψ〉ψ〉 =  = αα ||0000〉〉 +  + ββ|1|111〉〉



•• If the state of compound system C If the state of compound system C cancan be be
expressedexpressed as a tensor product of states of two as a tensor product of states of two
independent subsystems A and B,independent subsystems A and B,

ψψcc =  = ψψaa⊗ψ⊗ψ bb,,
•• then, we say that A and B are then, we say that A and B are not entanglednot entangled, and, and

they have individual states.they have individual states.
–– E.g. |00E.g. |00⌡⌡+|01+|01⌡⌡+|10+|10⌡⌡+|11+|11⌡⌡=(|0=(|0⌡⌡+|1+|1⌡⌡))⊗⊗ (|0(|0⌡⌡+|1+|1⌡⌡))

•• Otherwise, A and B are Otherwise, A and B are entangledentangled (basically (basically
correlated); their states are not independent.correlated); their states are not independent.
–– E.g. |00E.g. |00⌡⌡+|11+|11⌡⌡



Size of Compound State SpacesSize of Compound State Spaces
•• Note that a system composed of many separateNote that a system composed of many separate

subsystems has a subsystems has a very largevery large state space state space..
•• Say it is composed of Say it is composed of NN subsystems, each with  subsystems, each with kk

basis states:basis states:
–– The compound system has The compound system has kkNN  basis states!basis states!
–– There are states of the compound system havingThere are states of the compound system having

nonzero amplitude in nonzero amplitude in allall these  these kkNN  basis states!basis states!
–– In such states, all the distinguishable basis states areIn such states, all the distinguishable basis states are

(simultaneously) possible outcomes (each with some(simultaneously) possible outcomes (each with some
corresponding probability)corresponding probability)

–– Illustrates the Illustrates the “many worlds”“many worlds” nature of quantum nature of quantum
mechanics.mechanics.



General MeasurementsGeneral Measurements
in compound spacesin compound spaces





Key Points to Remember:Key Points to Remember:
•• An abstractly-specified system may have manyAn abstractly-specified system may have many

possible states; only some are possible states; only some are distinguishabledistinguishable..
•• A A quantum state/vector/quantum state/vector/wavefunctionwavefunction  ΨΨ assigns assigns

a complex-valued a complex-valued amplitudeamplitude  ΨΨ((ssii) to each) to each
distinguishable state distinguishable state ssii  (out of some basis set)(out of some basis set)

•• The The probabilityprobability of state  of state ssii is | is |ΨΨ((ssii)|)|22, the square, the square
of of ΨΨ((ssii))’’s length in the complex plane.s length in the complex plane.

•• States evolveStates evolve over time via unitary ( over time via unitary (invertibleinvertible,,
length-preserving) transformations.length-preserving) transformations.

•• Statistical mixtures of statesStatistical mixtures of states are represented by are represented by
weighted sumsweighted sums  of density matricesof density matrices  ρρ=|=|Ψ〉〈ΨΨ〉〈Ψ|.|.
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